CALL FOR PAPERS – KLEOS ISSUE 5
Are you interested in publishing a paper and boosting your academic CV? Would you like to publish your BA/MA
thesis or want to present the first results of your PhD-research? Kleos cordially invites enthusiastic starting
researchers to submit a contribution to Kleos Issue 5, to be published in Spring 2022. Contributions on any
subject related to the academic fields of ancient history, classics and archaeology will be received with interest!
Furthermore, Kleos Bulletin is collaborating with NASTA, the one-day online conference about Narrative
& Storytelling in Archaeology (April 29th) and will publish the proceedings of this conference. Additional papers
on the subject of narrative and storytelling, from the field of archaeology as well as classics and ancient history,
which link up to these conference proceedings will consequently be considered with special interest for the
upcoming issue.

What does Kleos offer?
Kleos’ interdisciplinary editorial offers contributors extensive editorial support and feedback in the preparation
of the article for peer review. The expert peer review, performed by respected academic scholars in their field
of study, provides specialist feedback and guarantees the academic level of your paper necessary for publication.

What does Kleos publish?
Kleos publishes several types of papers:
 Review or research papers: ca. 3000-4000 words (regular papers) or 2000-2500 (short papers). A review
paper presents a status quaestionis of an academic debate and the authors own standpoint (e.g. a BAthesis turned into a paper). A research paper discusses original and new research performed by the author
(e.g. a MA-thesis or PhD-research).
 Dialogue papers: a discussion paper, of ca. 4000-6000 words and written by at least two authors, relating
to a specific academic debate and meant to start a dialogue between academics and/or interdisciplinary
communication.
 Book/conference/workshop reviews: ca. 750-1500 words (not peer-reviewed).
 Letters to the editors/editorial: ca. 400-800 words (not peer-reviewed).

How to submit?
If you wish to submit a paper or review please send a short abstract (no longer than 300 words) as a Word-file by
the 30th of April 2021. Please include the following additional information to your abstract:
 Provisional title
 Word count
 Type of paper to be submitted
 Author background
If your abstract is accepted, you will be expected to hand in a first draft for editorial review by June 18th, 2021.
Visit our website www.kleos-bulletin.nl for our Author Guide with all the details on publishing in Kleos.
Submissions can be sent to bulletin.kleos@gmail.com.

